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…. continuation of the text :





The present : 
still plenty of  interesting   personalities  …..

but no  “Backwater of Physics”
 

Cosmic Ray Science has merged in 
the broader feld of

Multi-messenger 
High energy  Astrophysics

A vibrant feld  of  fundamental  interest



 Gravitational Waves

 Four  Messengers   
 for the study of the 
“High Energy Universe”

 Cosmic Rays, 
 Photons, Neutrinos 



 The ensemble of astrophysical objects, environments
 and mechanisms  that generate and store 
 very high energy particles 
 in the  Milky Way and in the  entire universe.

“High Energy Universe”

This feld is one of the most signifcant and
fascinating  “Frontiers” in Science  today.

1.  Understanding the  “COSMOS"  where we live

2.  The sources of the High Energy radiation 
   can be the “laboratories”   where  we test  
    (in  conditions  that are not achievable
    in “Earth based laboratories”)  
   our  Fundamental Laws of Physics.  



Three messengers are “inextricably”  tied together

[Cosmic Rays, Gamma Rays, High Energy Neutrinos
can really  be considered as three probes  that study the 
same underlying  physical  phenomena]  

 Relativistic 
 charged particles



Gravitational Waves  Observations 
Entering a new exciting era with  LIGO/VIRGO



GW 170817                      GRB 170817A 



GW 170817

GRB 170817A

 
17/08/2017
 
Neutron stars 
 merger 
 
Extraordinary
event !
  



Superluminal  motion
Detected in radio [240 days]
2.7 mas  displacement



“High Energy Sources”
Discovery of several  classes
of astrophysical  objects/events  that are capable
of accelerating particles to  relativistic  energies

[Strange and  wonderful  beasts in the Sky]



SN 1006 Crab Nebula

CEN AGRB 970228

Super Nova Remnants

Active  Galactic  NucleiGamma Ray Bursts

Pulsar Wind Nebulae



High Energy
Source

Relativistic Particles

Structure



Emission of photons and Neutrinos

“hadronic emissions”

(p, He, ...A, ... )

“Leptonic emissions”



Emission of photons and Neutrinos

“hadronic emissions”

(p, He, ...A, ... )

Simple  clear 
connection 
between  emissions  

Neutrino  
   and

Gamma Ray

But:
Gamma absorption in source
Gamma absorption in space
Leptonic  mechanisms



Emission of photons and Neutrinos

Understanding  the “co-acceleration of  
protons and electrons  a fundamental  problem



Interstellar 
space

Source

Source
halo

Scheme of a
source

accelerator

Emission of Cosmic Rays from the Sources

requires  “escape”



COSMIC RAYS

Measurement at 
single point, and  (efectively) single time.
                                         [slow time  variations,
                                          geological record carries some information]  

Space and time integrated  average  of particles
generated by  many sources  in the Galaxy
and in the universe,  also shaped by propagation efects.





MILKY WAY

Solar 
system

High 
energy
sources



Milky Way

ExtraGalactic Space



Milky Way

ExtraGalactic Space



Milky Way

ExtraGalactic Space



GAMMA  ASTRONOMY



Gamma Ray Sky



Gamma  Astronomy has  revealed a
a very rich, fascinating landscape 

    Many sources   have been identifed
    [GeV , TeV ranges]

    Several classes of objects
    [SNR,  Pulsars, PWN, AGN, GRB, ...]

    Probably diferent acceleration  mechanisms. 

Still  developing  an understanding 
many questions  remain open



3rd  FERMI  Catalog

E > 100 MeV

3034  sources



170  → 200 Sources TeV  Sky



Components of the Gamma Ray fux  (0.1 – 1000 GeV)



Components of the Gamma Ray fux  (0.1 – 1000 GeV)

Note :  The Neutrino sky will  have the same  5 components
(perhaps in diferent proportions) 



 50% of fux 
 +- 5 degrees
 around equator
[Galactic gas] 

Cosmic Ray
interactions
  in the 
Interstellar
Medium



HESS  survey of
Galactic Plane
[ICRC 2015]   77  “frm identifcations”



The SuperNova 
 “Paradigm”

Most of the Galactic Cosmic Rays are 
accelerated in the Shock Waves of SN explosions



Creation of a Neutron Star  in a SuperNova explosion





Note:

The Cosmic  Ray observations 
are an important  “boundary” conditions
to study SNR acceleration
[or in fact any mechanism that is the
Main source of the Galactic Cosmic Rays]

 Energy Balance

 Spectral shape

 Maximum energy



The CRAB  Nebula

6
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1 minute = 0.58 pc
 =  1.8 * 1018  cm 



A very interesting chapter:

PULSARS

Diferent Mechanisms  for particle acceleration

Acceleration of positrons ?



Extragalactic  gamma ray sky
Dominated by Blazars  (AGN's)







Infalling gas
from the disruption of a  star.



3C219

Optical

Radio

 ACTIVE GALACTIC   NUCLEI



M 87



Superluminal  Motions

Source  moving 
on the celestial sphere

M87 :



Blazars  in the  2LAC  FERMI catalog
(1121  objects) 
618  with redshift known  



Very broad   distribution of  luminosity   

Luminosity [1-100 GeV]





Spectral  Index of the Blazars in the 
FERMI 2LAC catalog.



GAMMA  RAY  BURSTS  (GRB's) 





Two Classes of Gamma Ray Bursts:  “Short” and “Long”





Association Long GRB's   with SN  explosions

GRB  980425SN 1998bw









Binary Pulsars 
(PSR 1913+16)
(discovery Hulse & Taylor (1978)
(Nobel prize 1993)
[Pulsar 17 rotation/second] 

Orbit :  1.1 – 4.8 solar radii

Rotation period 7.75 hours
Period  shorter 
76.5  microsecond/year

Orbit smaller 
3.5 m/year

300 Myr
two neutron star coalesce



G  > 100

GRB : associated with a subset 
of  SN Stellar Gravitational Collapse



Neutrinos

Extragalactic Gamma rays   
absorbed for E > 1TeV



10 kpc

10 Mpc

1 Mpc 30 kpc



125 m string separation
17 m between PMT's

IceCube







 Upgoing  (neutrino induced)  Muons









Questions on the IceCube signal:

1.   Is the signal of astrophysical neutrinos real ?
     (or is the  background/foreground  poorly estimated) ?

1a.  Could the  signal be contaminated  by a non negligible
       contribution of atmospheric  neutrinos ?

2.   Is the signal entirely extragalactic ?
       Or does it contains a non negligible Galactic component ?

3.   If most of the signal is extragalactic,
      what can we say about the sources ?

3a.  If there is a Galactic  (perhaps subdominant)
       component  what is its  nature ?

   



 Calculation
 used as reference by 
 IceCube

Note: Uncertainties = 
Primary Flux * Charm production



Does the IceCube  signal have a Galactic 
component ?

There are models where the signal is entirely
of Galactic origin.

Expected 
angular distribution
distribution



Very large (100 kpc)  halo of cosmic  rays

[Inspired (to a large extent)  by the observations
of the “Fermi Bubbles”]







A “daring, ambitious and controversial” paper  



The “excess of gamma rays” 
that, according to  Neronov, Kachelriess & Semikoz,
emerge as  sharp hardening of the fux around 1 TeV
appears at large Galactic Latitudes   |b| > 20o

and is consistent with being isotropic
[the fux on the Galactic disk is consistent 
with “standard”  expectation]

Note:  An hadronic  background contamination  efect
           would result in an  isotropic efect.
 

Possible interpretations ?
1.  DM   decay  model  is  disfavored 
    (but perhaps not excluded)

2.  Large Galactic halo “a la Taylor, Gabici and Aharonian” [?]

The result  must be  verifed independently 
 (and  “certifed” by the FERMI team)

Its is either wrong or very important 









Neutrinos
from 
Blazars 



22 /sept/ 2017

Icecube  event                            E
vis

 =  23.7 +- 2.8 TeV

(Muon  entering the detector: 



IceCube     GCN 21916     17/09/23



….  Great source of excitement …...
Texas  Survey  of Radio Sources [365 Mhz, (1974-1983)]
66841 sources  [TXS …..] 





Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)   
[ensemble of 10 radio telescopes]

8000 km
baseline



TXS 0506+056











 Neutrino Flavor, Neutrino masses 

mass



Space  averaged 
favor transition probability

Neutrinos  created in  volume
 of  sufciently large linear   size

Oscillating terms  average to zero





 “Standard
 mechanism”

 “Muon 
  absorption”

 “Neutron 
   decay”

much more
“astrophysically
  plausible”

Very high
magnetic feld

Nuclear
fragmentation



Possibility of 
“Modifcations”  of the  neutrino  fux 
 during propagation.

Investigate :
Flavor Oscillations 
(with very long path-lengths)

 Neutrino  Decay                [with very long lifetimes]
 ........

Important difculty:
Properties of the neutrinos at the source
must be sufciently well understood.

[Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos
  mass doublets with tiny
  mass splitting]

 (9 orders of magnitude improvement)







COSMOGENIC
NEUTRINOS

Intimately   related to  UHECR

Study the Redshift dependence
(and the composition)
of the source of  UHECR 



COSMIC RAYS

Measurement at 
single point, and  (efectively) single time.
                                         [slow time  variations,
                                          geological record carries some information]  

Space and time integrated  average  of particles
generated by  many sources  in the Galaxy
and in the universe,  also shaped by propagation efects.

Spectra  nearly (but not exactly !)
 perfectly isotropic 



Measurements of Cosmic Rays
as Messengers at the Earth:

 protons+ nuclei

 electrons 

 anti-particles





New data release (ICRC-2017)  by HESS
Publication of  DAMPE (chinese satellite)



Formation of the COSMIC RAYS spectra

 Propagation 

Observable fuxes 
(directly at the Earth)

Spectra released in 
interstellar space
by the CR sources 

 Propagation 



In my opinion:

Understanding the  shapes of the CR spectra
In the 1-GeV  10-TeV  range is a fundamental problem
and there are  several important questions open.

Is there a “non-standard” positron source

How are electrons accelerated ?

[recent discussion :
 P.L.   astro-ph/1810.03195 ] 





Structures in the Cosmic Ray Energy Spectrum

1. The “Pamela hardening”

2.  The break in the                   spectrum
     observed by the Cherenkov  Telescope

3.  The “KNEE”

4a.   The “Iron Knee”  of Kascade Grande  
4b.   The “proton (+Helium) Ankle”   
4c.    The “Second Knee”     

5.  The “ANKLE”    

6.   The UHECR  suppression  

  



The Nature of the “KNEE”  
in the Cosmic Ray Spectrum

Accelerator  feature
[Maximum energy of acceleration.

implies that all accelerators are similar]

Structure generated  by propagation
[implies  that the  (main) Galactic CR accelerators
must be capable to accelerate  to much higher energy]



Galactic
 
    versus

Extra-Galactic   CR
 



The dogs that did not bark:
at the Galactic/extragalactic
          Transition:
 
 [1]  The “hardening”
 [2]  The anisotropy







 Light Ankle:

 Extragalactic  component ?
 Crucial piece of the puzzle  







A Result of fundamental  importance:

Evidence (obtained by AUGER)
for a composition dominated 
by   medium mass-number Nuclei
at the highest energy

If this  result is  correct  it is  a very important
Piece in the  puzzle of High Energy emission 



A new  crucial piece of  the puzzle
of the high energy sources
With many surprising  features.





18.33







Possible Interpretation    (Auger at ICRC-2015)

1. Very hard spectra

2. Cutof is  the maximum  energy of 
    acceleration  in the sources 



Alexey Yuskhov   [9/10/2018]



…. 
This is  for me    (but I think also for everybody)
a very disappointing  statement.

No confict between experiments  `(good !)
but no  confrmation  (or support)
for a result of crucial importance   (bad !)

Is it possible (I ask myself)  that
Telescope Array cannot  discriminate
(in the (Log) energy range   18.33 – 19.0
between  elongation rates of 
(55 +- 5)   and  (26 +-2)    ? 







Anisotropies





 Obviously 
 Very important !

 But:
 
 What does it mean ? 







Star Burst  Galaxies   (?!) 

Final Stages of stellar evolution ?

Collective efect due to 
Galactic Wind  generated by the ensemble 
of SN  explosions ?





8

CEN A   (excess  as reported in 2014 by Auger)



Possible excess from CEN A



MAGNETIC   

FIELDS

Galactic and extragalactic



The  possibility   
“proton Astronomy”

(at sufcient high 
magnetic Rigidity)



Structure  of the Milky Way Magnetic Field







Extragalactic  magnetic  feld
[Andrii Neronov  10/oct/2018]



Cosmic Ray Physics  
[Astroparticle Physics]  

and 

HADRONIC  INTERACTIONS





Multiple parton  interactions
in the same collision



Great importance of the LHC  data

Total, elastic, inelastic cross sections
“Minimum bias” events 
Difractive events
 ….....
[Need all phase space, including the very forward]

Also potentially  important  measurements at 
much lower energy  (Fixed Target)



Where are we with  the modeling
of Hadronic  Interactions ?

How large are the uncertainties ?

What are the perspectives to make them
smaller ?

What is the impact 
for present and future  studies ?



my opinion:

Uncertainties on hadronic interactions are still large
(and possibly/probably  underestimated).

Dedicated eforts  (experimental and theoretical)
can signifcantly reduce these uncertainties.
This a  very important and valuable program for  
High energy astrophysics 
   and
Particle Physics 

However: necessary to  construct 
Observational programs that 
“minimize” the dependence on hadronic  interactions
 [multiple  variables,  self consistency, ...] 



Open Problems for  Cosmic Ray Astrophysics

Ensemble of Galactic sources:

[*]  What is the shape of the  source spectrum
[*]  What is the source spectrum for electrons
[*]  Do positron accelerator exist ?
[*]  What is the maximum energy of Galactic sources
[*]  What generates the “Knee” 
[*]  Do diferent  classes of object contribute to the fux
[*]  What classes of objects ?

Ensemble of extragalactic sources:

[*]  What is the shape of the   extragalactic source spectrum
[*]  What is the maximum energy
[*]  More than one class of events ?
[*]   Source identifcation [CR astronomy] 
….....



Strategies for future  CR studies

Two  main directions:

[1.]   Highest  Energies,   Very large  Exposures
         
          pursue the dream of Cosmic Ray Astronomy
          [look for surprises, exotic, …]
           

[2.]      Lower energies    [TeV  -  EeV]
             Higher statistics
             Better  control of  systematics
             Redundant measurements.
             Clarify  open problems
             Knee, Ankle, Galactic/extragalactic, ….
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